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The 
From Sextant Readings 
to Position Location 
Without T-r:igonometric 
Calcu.lations : Star 
Chart Projected on to 
Navigator's Plotting 

Chart 

Asirograpl;t 

MANY time- and labour-!'.aving 
devices have been introduced 
in service aircraft during the 

war, and one of the most interesting 
pieces of appara lus in this connection 
is the Kodak Astrograpb, first details 
of which are publi bed below. This 
apparatus is of outstanding service at 
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high altitude:; where navigators have 
little energy to spare for complicated 
calculations in astronomical trigono-
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metry during night flights, or under 
,conditions where enemy action inter
feres with concentration. 

It ~. of coune, well known that 
the posllioas of lhe stars will estab

A reneral new of the Astrograpb, sectioned to show the disposition of the main 
components. All projecting parts of the apparatus which injure the navigator's head, 

should the aircraft lurch suddenly, are covered by rubberised felt. 

Hsb the position of an observer, providing that the 
date, the time of observation and certain astronomical 
tables are available and that the observer is capable 
of making certain involved trigonometrical calculations. In 
g1mcral, the ouscrver can only make such calculations after 
proper training, nnd the main ~rpose of the Astrograph 
is lo provide an instrument whlch, ailer sextant readings 
on two particular stars have been obtained, will eliminate 
laborious calculation, reduce to a minimum the amount of 
work necessary for the observer to locate his position, and, 
what i9 import.unt, pr0<i11ce quick results when the observer 
is travelling fast in an aircraft. 

'l hP. method by which t.his has been achieved is by repro
ducing the altitude data o1 certain stars on specially pre
pared star charts on & lol}g roll of film. carried in spools 
in much lhe ~ame manner as in an ordinary film camera. 
Aboni the 1ilm, and in the centre o.f the alloy casing carry
ing the <:pools, is a small electric bulb which projects the 
image or a stat' chart on to the na''1gation and plQtting 
chart 011 the na\"igator's table in the aircraft. The dis
tances as l.X-twwu Uie electric bulb. film and navigation 
chart are aoc11rately adjusted so that tbe projecte<j image 
of the stnr chart registers cxnctly in certain important 

The film of the Astrograph passes between two flat glasses 
to keep it in its correct position between the electric bulb 
and the naviptor's plotting chart. The apparatus is Slung 

to an overhead mounting by spring-loaded books . .. 

respects with the navigation chart on the navigator's table. 
With the star chart set correctly in the Astrograph, the 

position of the aircraft is given by the intersection o{ the 
lioes corresponding to the angular altitudes of the two 
stars as measured on the sextant by the navigator. Thus, 
if the two stars are, for example, Arcturus and Altaic anti 
the altitudes are 23 and 40 degrees respectively, the posi· 
tion of the aircraft will be represented by the point X pro
jected on to the plotting chart. On most charts each 
degree is divided into divisions and il is usual to interpolate 
viroally the position when readings involving fractions of 
a degree are concerned. Different latitudes will nece5si· 
tate the u!-le of different charts. 

The fundamental principles of the Astrogra.pb were 
worked out by the staff of the Navigational Division, Royal 
Aircraft Es~blishmcnt, but the~ design of ~e.appara.7 
tus was devised by Kodak, Ltd., tn close co-operation wrn 
the staff of the R.A.E. · 

G.M.T. Plus .. 
The time scale is the central line of the film chart marked 

in lfstrograpli Mean Time (A.M.T.). A.l\1.T. is Gree11wicll 
Mean Tim11 (G.M.T.) plus a small correction which v.1ni-c: 
according to the date and time of observation. The Astro
graph charts have been so constructed that this correction, 
termed the time addition (l\I), is an integral, or in some 
cases. a half integral number of hours, and in practice thr 
Astrograph is set correctly whJ!D the correct valut' of 
A.M.T. is set against some longitude :r. When set for this 
longllude all other longitudes are correct, the particular 
longitude being known as the Setting L-Ongitude, and the 
proct'ss by whlch lhe Astrograph curres are constructed 
lead lo a series of corresponding values of M and x. 

The actual use of the Astrograph, therefore, corupris<:s 
three main o~rations: 

i . Conv<·rting G.l\t.T. to A.M.T. by adding M which is. as 
preYionsly ~tatoo, eillwr iuttlgral or half-integral. 

2 . The cor:rect '":\lue o( r is obtained from simplf' tahks (10 
practict• the \~lu<',, "of .M and I are written on the plotting 
chart l~fon, lalh lti~ht) am.I the "Value of A • .M.T. settJog 
against the \-aluc of 1 on the plotting chart. 

3. From th1• e.xtant readings of the two particular sta~ 
shO\\ n 011 the is tar chart the P<?sitioo is obtained. 
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For reasons which are appar~t 
w·hen the apparatus is understood a 
small light source is used to project a. 
magnified shadow of the star chart 
on to the plotting chart. This metho(l 
has certain important advantages over 
the more conventional method of pro
jection by a lens, since errors caused 
by Jens aberrations are eliminated. 
Provided the lamp moves in a plane 
parallel to the star chart, and that the 
plotting chart is also parallel to this 
plane, the image of the star -ehart on 
the plotting chart is geometrically 
accurate and is at constant magnifi
cation. ~--=t-.-~!....:...:=--.+::~.::::::i=--:---+-:-:-7.,..t+-~..!.-f..:__~-t--=~t--=--t~~:ss~ 

As the amo11nt of available space 
varies in different aircraft, two models 
~the Astrograph, Mark IA and 'Mark 

·~· have been designed. The prin
·~al difference between these two 
~ents is that the lamp star c.hart 
distance is 3.75in. for the Mark IA, 
compared with '2.74in. in the case of 

The star chart, before projection on to plotting or navigator's chart. This star 
chart concerns the two major stars, Arcturus and Altair. Along the centre is the 
time scale located on the latitude of 57 deg.N., while above and below this scale 

the IB. The star chart plotting chart distances are also 
different in the two cases, being so chosen that the same 
magnification is obtained on both instruments. Thus the 
overall height of 1.he IA apparatus is approximately 27jin., 
which compares witli 2rtin. of the IB apparatus. It fol
lows, of course, that the decrease in size of the latter 
apparatus is only made at the n-pense of slightly poorer 
image definition and added difficulty in manufacturing, due 
to the smaller dimensions involved. 

,, Laxnp Reqlti,rements 
The essential requirements of the lamp are that its :fila

ment shall be small enough to give good de.finilion, and that 
the bulb shall be clear and free from bubbles, seeds and 
striations. Unless the specifications applying to the glass 
are fairly rigidly upheld, images of these envelope defects 
appear, at high magnification. on the image plane and 

o'F°~ 

are the latitudes of 59 deg.N. and 55 deg.N. 

.render the image of 1.he star chart rather difficult to read. 
The:: lamp used is a 2.0 volt 1.5 watt :Hash-lamp type. 

having either a IS mm. or u mm. diameter spherical 
envelope; the effective length of the filament is I mm. A 
.miniature screw cap is employed and, after being screwed 
into its correct "position in the holder, the lamp base aQd 
holder are soldered together to ensure that the original 
setting remains constant and that good electrical contact 
is maintained. As the standard electrical supply in British 
and American aircraft is either 12 or 24 volts, a resistance 
tapped at two positions to give a voltage drop across the 
lamp o{ r .6 wli.en either 12 or 24 volts are used is inserted 

·in the lamp circuit. Two plugs. one coloured red and the 
other black for identification purposes, are housed at the 
back of the Astrograph; these plugs correspond to· the 12 
and 24 volts circuits respectively and the changeover from 
one voltage to the other is a simple and rapid operation. 

The lamp is carried in a tbree-pj11 
holder which plugs into a socket 
monnted on the side of the lamphoase. 
Two of the pins are used to carry the 
current. A spare lamp and p1ug
bolder, correctly adjusted, are carried 
at the back of the instrument and, in 

S9"1r the event of the lamp failing, it sboulcl 
h........!.+__.;,.-*;......:::::::....+-:::--+.:--T<"*i-:j·~::--:--=r-~--+-+.,,._~rl-i~---71 be withdrawn, discarded, and replaced 

by the spare one. 
The lamphouse is mounted on a 

central slide on the main body of the 
Astrograph. A central knob mounted 
at the front of the instrument controls 
the movement of the 1amphouse and 

,.,.......,...r"T"'T..i,.:,.:'i'-r'l1r.-.-h::,.......,o::;:;,.-n-.-M,..,..,.+-,.,..,...,...,...,..-r,.,..,....,..,..,..,i-rr....-r,.......r"T""'..,...,..-r-r-.-.-r1.....-.,...""157"" the lamp in a direction at right angles 
to the length of the star chart. This 
movement is made through the 
medium of a two-start screw fixed to 
the control knob, engaging in a nul 
attached to lhe lower part of the Jamp
house. Thus the image of the star 

.~~4!.:+z:;4::;;~~=:,'--+--..:::..,.,-H~:.L!+!....'...:+:-+--:°"-+--::~+-=-:.j ss•H chart can be moved backwards or for
wards across the plotting chart, en
abling the navigator to register accu
rately the time scale line of the star 
chart with the corresponding line of 
the plotting chart, and also bringing 
the plotting chart forward by about 
gin. for comfort in reading the top 
part of this chart, and again register 
the two time scale lines. 

The star chart projected on to the plotting chart on the navigator's table, the 59 
dcg.N., 57 deg.N., and SS deg.N. latitude lines of both charts in register. The 
navigator bas taken two readings on bis sextant, Arcturus 23 deg. and Altair 40 
der., and where the appropriate lines for these readings on the star chart cross each 
other, the position of the aircraft is marked off on the plotting chart. Frequent 
observations with the sextant can be made as a check on positions previously 

ascertained. The star charts are printed on photo-
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gmpb.ic film (topographic) having special low shrin.kage 
cbara.ctcrist:ics, and issued in rolls available for the latitude 
Jn which the ailcraft is operatiog. The latitude ba.ods 
covered arc ; c 

68i0 N-54}0 N 
6o 0 N-4r 0 N 
55 °N-32! 0 N 
4r-t0 N-23i0 N 
23J 0 N- B 0 S 

7i0 S-37 °5 
28 °5-45 •s 

Two or three latitude bands arc printed on a length of 
iii m which does not exceed 5oit., and the width of 4in. 
is standard. 

The film is carried on two identical spools, each having 
smooth, moulded bakclitc flanges and a hollow almniniom 
core. slotted to retain the pennant-shaped and of the 
nlm. Two spring-loaded retractable handles, each acting 
through a three-roller clutch. engage at one end of each 
of. the two spools, trut other end of the spools being sup
ported on two spigots carried in suitable bearings. 

Retraction of the handles allows t!uick removal of the 
fllm spools. The film passes from one o( the spools, under 
a smooth guide roller, through a pair of parallel glass 
plates separated by steel spacing shims o.012in. thick. 
under a second guide roller and is finally taken up by 
th~ sOC?ud s~J. The system is reversible, each spool 
beJng either a feed-on " or "take--ap," depending upon 
the direction of travel of the film. The handle clutches 
one right-hand and the other left-hand, are such that 
the film takes up only when the rotation of the handle 
is in the rigbt direction and prevents "piling-up " of the 
film.. The pair of g1ass plates act as a film gate, and only 
the image of the film between these plates is projected 
on to the plott:illg chart. 

As it is essential, in order to obtain accura<:y, that 
the film i$ positioned in the instrument to a high order 
of accuracy (about o.005in.) it is necessary that the 
mechanical parts connected with the film movement should 
work smoothly It is also necessary that overrunning of 
the film is not permitted and, in order to prevent this, 
light, even 1rictio.n is npplied to the spool flanges by 
means of annular cork rings, to the film rolls by light, 

HYDRAULICS AT M .A.P. 

CONTINUING its excellent policy of holding exhibitions at 
the M.A.P. heo:i.dquarters, tlle Directorate of Public Rela

tions has now staged another. This exhibition displays 
models, drawings and actual units o! aircm{t hydraulic under
carria~es antl components manufactured hy ·Dowty Equip
ment, Lt.cl. 

Halifa.it and Lancaster undercarriage legs each flank the 
central exhibits, and their massiveness overwhelms the 
relatively tiny levered suspensi.on tailwheel units used on 
Tv·phoonc; and llurricanes The Lancaster tailwhee1 assembly 
with n Marstrand nnti-shimmy tyre serves to illustrate just 
how large these aircraft really are; it is somewhat larger than 
a fighter's main undercarriage wheel. 

For t.he ca!ltml but inquisitive spectator. a hand-operated 
model or an ingenious steerable and retractable nosewlieel 
invites oµeraLion, whilst an cleclricaUy driven modcl of a 
levered suspension tettactable un<len:aniage also receives UJJ. 
amount o( attention. 

Two it.ems in the display are complete novelties, both so 
novel in their particuhr fields that they appear at first sight 
almost incongruous ; thev are the track undercacrlage and the 
liquid spring shock absorber (an article on which appears .in 
this issue}. 

The liquid spring shock absorber is so much a departure 
from commonly held postulates lbctt we could scarcely believe 
lbe device workable, Bally refuting, as it does, lhe generally 
accepted principle that oH is, !or all ptaC'tical purposes, incom
pressible. 

The un.it consists of a cylinder in which slides a piston rod 
carrying a bead contnining a damping valve and oriftce. Witl1 
1bc rod Cu.Uy extended, the cylinder is completely filled with 
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velvet-covered fla.t springs, and also by ligbt cork-covered 
fiat springs, which bear against the film where it is in 
contact with the guide .rollers. 

The film spools, with their associated parts and the 
gate glasses, are mounted on a pressed-steel baseplate, 
ribbed to obtain rigidity, and futed to the main body by 
.six screws. 

Protection pads of rubberised felt are fitted to the sides 
and ends of the Astrogmph, and the spool and lamp 
adjuster handles are co-vered with the same material. In
ternal parts are dull-blacked where possible to reduce light 
refraction to a minimum, and external surfaces are painted 
grey, or plated as a protection against corrosion. 

The complete apparatus is supported by -three easily 
detacbaWe spring-loaded hooks, wbicl1 clip on to a mount
ing ring fitted to the wall or roof of the navigator's cabin. 

oil to the exclasian of all air. Thus when the rod is dn~·ven 
into tbe cylinder the reduction of volume caused by th 1 

presence o1 the rod induces compression of the fluid. 
damping valve govems the rate of displaGement of the oil d 
so provides the requisite damping action. 

In addition to coloured sectional drawings showinll the suc
cessive stages of compression and extension, two prurs of the 
actual unlts are displayed, one for heavy-bomber unaer
carriages and one for tailwheels, and, according to the makers 
of this startling device, the performance characteristics are of 
a. very high order. 

An instructor lrcun the Dowty School of Aircraft Hydraulics 
is in attendance to answer all questions and, from what we 
could see. is having a busy time. 

We understand that a further exhibition of other ah-craft 
hydraulics and undercarrfo.Be manufacturers' products will take 
place towards the end of tne year-

FLYING DOCTORS IN AFRICA 

THE annual report of the Chief Native Commissioner for 
Southern Rhodesia for 1942, just issued, recommends the 

provision of landing grounds near native clinics in the native 
reserves, especially in remole areas. This would enable serious 
cases to be transferred rapidly to main centres for skilled 
hQspita.1 treatment The doctors, be says, should be prm·ided 
witb air transport. 

The breaking down of the African's prejudice against the 
"\\bite man's magic" is shown in demands for medical facili· 
ties from even t.be most primitive tribes. 

The na.ti.ve population is estimated to have increased by 
40,000 during Y942-to 1.298,000. 
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